
Culture Comparisons Worksheet     Name: ______________________________ 

Possible Points /12       Period: _______ 
 

DIRECTIONS: Pick 2 out of the 4 countries (USA, Canada, UK, Australia) for this task. Answer the first 4 
questions using credible and reliable internet sources. Try to look for things you do not already know! Please 
note in your worksheet where your source came from (the website name) at the end of your answer space. When 
answering the questions, you will have different options to choose from. See options after the questions. You 
should use the same options for your first and second country. This way it will be easier for you to compare. 
Write in complete sentences! 
 

1) What culture characteristic is present in your first country? Give an example.  
(Culture options: Types of religion, government, day-to-day life practices.) 

Country: __________________________  Resource: _______________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________/1 
 

 

2) What culture trait is present in your first country? Give an example.  
(Culture trait options: Types of slang (language), top sports, popular food.) 

Country: __________________________  Resource: _______________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________/1 

 

 

3) What culture characteristic is present in your second country? Give an example.  
(Culture options: Types of religion, government, day-to-day life practices.) 

Country: __________________________  Resource: _______________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________/1 
 

 

4) What culture trait is present in your second country? Give an example.  
(Culture trait options: Types of slang (language), top sports, popular food.) 

Country: __________________________  Resource: _______________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________/1 
 



5) With your prior answers in mind, compare your first and second countries differences. (Cultural 
differences suggestions: Compare your answers from the prior questions. You can also look at history, 
the environment, or the laws if you are ahead!) 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________/2 

 

6) Compare these differences with your culture. How is it different? (Example, how is your food 
different? How is your day-to-day life different? How is your slang different?) 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________/2 

 

7) In your opinion, why is it important that we learn about other cultures? 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________/2 

 

 

Culture Comparisons Worksheet - Grading Rubric 

Possible Points /12 

Country #1 Culture Characteristic  ____/1   Student gave an example for a culture characteristic (#1) 

Country #2 Culture Characteristic  ____/1   Student gave an example for a culture characteristic (#2) 

Country #1 Culture Trait         ____/1   Student gave an example for a culture trait (#1) 

Country #2 Culture Trait         ____/1   Student gave an example for a culture trait (#2) 

Culture Comparison            ____/2   Student compared cultures through their options 

Self-Comparison     ____/2   Student compared their culture with their answers 

Importance of Culture    ____/2   Student gave their opinion on the importance of cultures 

Correct Sources           ____/1   Student used credible and reliable sources when needed 

Complete Sentences          ____/1   Student wrote in complete sentences 

Total Points            ____/12 


